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Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic has rapidly accelerated
the pace of digitization in the transportation and
document management space. Across the nation,
headlines trumpet shuttered factories and
distribution centers while indicting employers
who fail to offer adequate protections. No
longer is digitization a question of efficiency;
digitization is increasingly a requirement for
uninterrupted operation.
M.Folio, the first intelligent document management
system for supply chain, launched in 2017
to address the need for distribution and
manufacturing centers to easily digitize and
manage paperwork. One primary use-case is
the storage and signature capture process for
Bills of Lading, and in the context of social
distancing, this use case has taken on immediate
importance. In 2020, M.Folio’s capabilities
were extended to support signature capture
in a fully-contact free form, orchestrating
communications between drivers and facility
staff via SMS and giving users the option to
sign via mobile devices or purpose-built kiosks.

Beyond social distancing, M.Folio is a powerful
tool to generate savings and simplify operational
processes. M.Folio is the antithesis to the traditional
directory-based storage options -- it is 100%
automated, fully searchable, and requires no
domain knowledge to use. No longer are users
required to name files a specific way, email them
to a specific address, or manually place them in
specific folders. No longer do operations depend
on external systems to provide metadata for
documents -- M.Folio handles everything
seamlessly. With M.Folio, documents are ingested
from any system, automatically identified via
OCR and proprietary parsing technology, and
logically sorted. The system automatically groups
documents based on bills of lading parsed data, for
example, grouping together documents related to
the same event, like a packing slip and bill of lading.
Digitization and signature capture are the
foundations of M.Folio, but the value proposition is
substantially extended with a powerful workflow
engine. Rather than rely on manual emails,
notifications, or wet signatures, organizations are
able to automate the entirety of traditionally
physical workflows, from end-to-end. Archaic
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processes have been replaced with electronic
signatures, automated notifications, automated
emails, digital approval request notifications,
document comparisons, automated document
edits, and document integration. Customers
not only eliminated risk of lost or damaged
documents, but they also drastically increased
organizational throughput.
The confluence of benefits from social distancing,
document digitization, and labor savings separates
M.Folio from its competition and provides its
customer base with tangible value in the form
of improved user experience, business continuity,
and security for shareholders.

COVID-19
The need for contactless driver and facility
interaction has reached a fever pitch amidst the
COVID-19 outbreak in North America. To date,
transportation providers, focused primarily on
carrier-specific electronic signature solutions, have
dominated talking points and content around the
web. While electronic signature capture on bill
of lading (BOLs) is an important step, a true
contact-free solution must account for each
interaction in the driver-shipper process, from
check-in, to acquisition/drop-off, and finally
through signature capture and check-out.
Most manufacturers use dozens of transportation
providers and even if a single provider were to
posit a comprehensive solution, a gap remains.
Ultimately, transportation providers are the
wrong party to solve this quandary. Support for
social distancing in distribution centers requires
a carrier-agnostic solution with the versatility
to support warehouse-specific workflows and
safety processes.
With a strong legacy in both warehousing and
transportation consulting, MacGregor Partners
is well positioned to define a practical-minded
approach to support social distancing between
drivers and staff. We know that drivers will not

always have access to 4G or smart-phones, so a
pragmatic solution cannot be fully app-based. We
know that many operators will not depart a facility
without a physical copy of the BOL, so an
enforceable solution must allow for physical copies
as needed. M.Folio is a comprehensive solution,
beginning with document creation and ushering
drivers and staff through an entirely contactless
interaction, and concluding with a digitally signed
BOL and a physical copy for the driver, if required.
Each step utilizes technologies common to lowtech phones and devices to ensure wide adoption.
In March 2020, we unveiled the M.Folio Driver
Kiosk, an evolution of an end-to-end, contact-free
solution. From arrival to departure, drivers
are ushered through a digital process to check-in,
wait for their load’s completion, validate the seal,
sign documents, and depart, all while following
the specific safety protocol of each facility. Kiosks
have built in webcams and microphones for live
support, and offer options like thermal imagers
for temperature checks.
M.Folio’s Driver Kiosk builds upon the heritage of
digitizing documents and automating workflows,
by protecting the health and safety of an
organization’s most important assets - its people.
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Cost Savings
M.Folio provides two areas
of main benefit - labor
savings and risk avoidance.
First, M.Folio’s flexible
document ingestion and
configurable workflow
engine dramatically reduce
labor hours spent touching,
managing, filing, moving,
approving, editing, and
signing documentation.
Our customers see a 25%+
decrease in labor spent
managing documentation
post implementation.
Additionally, eliminating
physical documents provides
direct savings on printers,
paper, toner, and longterm storage costs. Given
M.Folio’s cost structure,
these benefits are sufficient
to generate immediate
return on investment.
For more insight, an ROI
calculator is available at:

www.macgregorpartners.com/m-folio/roi-calculator/
In today’s environment, substantial risk to business continuity arises from each external interaction.
M.Folio’s Driver Kiosk is a powerful mitigator, eliminating the risk of viral-shedding on your employees,
keeping them safe and your facility operational.
The true cost of a full or partial facility shutdown is inevitably large and sometimes catastrophic.
In practice, the impact of a facility shutdown due to viral infection varies across industry, company
size, and network distribution. Regardless, the cost financially, impact to customer experience, and
deterioration of employee morale, is deeply impactful. Repositioning inventory, orders, and resources
across a supply chain is common in the world of logistics, but this type of sudden disruption is very costly.
For less redundant networks, a loss of a single distribution node can cripple a network for days or weeks.
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Features & Benefits
Driver Kiosk
Protect your most valuable asset, your people, while
taking the necessary steps to ensure your facilities
never need to close down for health reasons, with M.
Folio’s Driver Kiosk. The Driver Kiosk ushers drivers
through their entire workflow digitally, ensuring that
no physical interaction between drivers and facility
staff is required. The Kiosk also supports physical
document printing, so it is easily used in operations
where drivers are not prepared to accept digital-only.
Driver Kiosk Workflow

Driver arrives
at facility

Driver proceeds to
kiosk to initiate
check-in process.

SHIPPING OFFICE

DRIVER

Shipping

DRIVER

Driver scans ID
and enters mobile
number, carrier, and
information on load
to pickup, into kiosk.

Transportation office
reviews driver check-in
queue in M.Folio,
assigns driver to the
appropriate load.

Receiving

SHIPPING OFFICE

1

Driver is directed to
lounge to wait for
updates on driver
dashboard or via
SMS text message
on their phone.

Facility completes the
load and readies it
for driver inspection.
Documents loaded
into M.Folio.

Maintaining site
safety protocol,
driver inspects
load, seal, and
safety of trailer.

Via transportation
office, M.Folio sends
text update to driver
that load is ready for
pickup with location
& next steps.

After validating the
load, driver returns
to the kiosk to sign
paperwork and
documentation.

All relevant parties
receive copies
of executed
documentation,
driver takes printed
copy from kiosk.

Driver departs
facility with proof
of documentation.
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All documentation
visible, searchable,
and retrievable
within M.Folio.

Driver Kiosk Workflow

Driver arrives
at facility

Driver proceeds to
kiosk to initiate
check-in process.

Driver scans ID
and enters mobile
number, carrier, and
information on load to
drop off, into kiosk.

The document is sent to the receiver
ahead of time and loaded into M.Folio,
or the physical document is scanned in.
All documentation is visible, searchable,
and retrievable within M.Folio.

Driver is directed to
the lounge to wait
for updates on driver
dashboard or via
SMS text message
on their phone.
(if necessary)

Driver moves
trailer to specified
yard location.

Transportation office
Via transportation
reviews driver check-in office, M.Folio sends
queue in M.Folio and text update to driver
where to deposit/park
decides where to
inbound trailer.
move trailer.

Facility digitally signs
documentation and provides
driver with printed copy.
or
Facility signs physical
copy for driver and scans
into M.Folio.

Driver departs
facility with proof
of documentation.
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Flexible Document Induction
M.Folio is both flexible and intelligent. Rather than change your process to fit software, M.Folio allows your
existing process to mate seamlessly with our flexible document induction options. Scan, email, capture
pictures, integrate, or manually place files for M.Folio to ingest. Simplicity and ease of implementation is a
core tenet of M.Folio to support rapid adoption at any maturity level.
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Automatic Document Grouping
Ever wonder what the name of a file is, or where it was placed in a directory-based storage solution like
Dropbox? Never again with the M.Folio’s automated document ingestion and organization. Through
configurable rules, logic, and learning coupled with complete document parsing and OCR, M.Folio identifies
the type of document and natively bundles various documents, images, and information about a specific
event together. Think of it as digitizing your organization’s manila folders. Nothing is ever lost and
everything that should be together, is grouped together.
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Powerful and Intuitive Search
M.Folio employs a powerful search engine that allows users to search in nearly any way, for any content on
any document. Interested in shipments with a specific carrier, driver, item, and lot? Done. Need to know
how many inbound trailers within a date range window that had discrepancies? Easy. Want to see all the
bills of lading signed on a specific shift three years ago sent to a specific customer? We have you covered.
Easy, intuitive, comprehensive and possible through M.Folio’s complete OCR and parsing algorithms.
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Configurable Workflow Engine
The real labor savings power of M.Folio originates in the powerful workflow automation engine.
Whether your organization simply needs automated workflow progression to eliminate the time
wasted moving paper between individuals and departments, or something more exotic like the ability
to automatically validate document contents or perform specific actions based on metadata -- we
have you covered. Examples of workflow steps include notifications, alerts, e-signature, emails, edits,
comparisons, conditional document requirements, conditional signature requirements and many
more. M.Folio’s workflow engine is up to the task.
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Configurable Workflow Dashboard
A flexible and comprehensive workflow engine is only as powerful as the user experience and visual
cues. M.Folio’s user-defined dashboard view ensures ready access to what matters most. Visualizations
and click-through dashboards indicate which records require action, while providing at-a-glance
information on document status progression. The UX is engineered from the ground-up to support an
efficient operational process which minimizes manual intervention. Additionally, super users can track
document usage, statistics, and other metrics important to their specific implementation of M.Folio.
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Role and Permission Driven Collaboration
Because M.Folio is a web-based SaaS product, collaboration with internal and external parties is easy,
transparent, and secure. Restrict or grant access to documents based on any data fields, classifications,
or types -- fostering an environment of self-service and transparency. No more phone calls, support
tickets, or endless email chains to track down specific documents.

Security
At MacGregor Partners, security is much more than an afterthought. Security is of the utmost
importance to us and is a core pillar of our development process with M.Folio. Our customers trust
us to safeguard their most critical data and we take that responsibility very seriously. To guarantee
the integrity and security of our applications, we’ve implemented industry best practices such as:
SOC 2 compliance
Multi-factor authentication
Regular vulnerability scans
Annual penetration tests
Enterprise-grade encryption, both in-transit and at-rest
Regular patch management
Annual access audits
Employee background checks
Annual employee OWASP training

For more information regarding our security practices, please request a copy of our SaaS guide.
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Deployment Model
M.Folio overcomes the main challenges to digital trade document adoption, by eliminating integration,
supporting existing operational practices, and ensuring drivers have access to physical documents when
requested.
M.Folio has been designed with ease of implementation in mind. Most implementations can be
completed in 7 days, with no need for traditional integration or field mapping. Process definition,
workflow creation, and employee training are all accounted for -- it really is that easy. The process is
administered by a MacGregor Partners project manager using proven methods.
Connectivity and M.Folio setup is completed the same day as the project kick-off, where success
criteria and document workflows are agreed upon.
We then work with identified customer super users to lead and guide them through the
configuration and setup process.
Training is managed and driven by our team of experts to ensure that your workforce is
comfortable with the application, they know the new process, and change management is both
documented and executed. M.Folio includes embedded prompts and help, and the Driver Kiosk
provides webcam and microphone access for live support.
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Support Model
We recognize that any solution or process that
manages shipping and receiving documentation
workflows is critical and must be always available.
We maintain M.Folio with a comprehensive
multi-layered support and maintenance program
across both the software and kiosk.
The software is supported via our 24x7x365
US-based support team, available via inapplication chat, telephone, and web portal.
Our dedicated team adheres to agreed upon
SLAs that guarantee software uptime, issue
acknowledgment, updates, and resolution.
Should a customer choose to purchase one of
our physical kiosk options, the kiosks themselves
are supported by the same 24x7x365 support
team, able to answer any questions or help
troubleshoot issues with the kiosk. Additionally,
we offer support plans that warranty the
physical kiosk as well as components, all
managed by a network of certified technicians
across North America.
Regardless of your process, workflow, or
solution, we are ready to support your team
in the successful ongoing management of the
M.Folio software and Driver Kiosk.

Sustainability
Protecting our planet is not only a concern
among consumers; increasingly, manufacturers
and distributors are tasked by shareholders to do
more. The rise of the Chief Sustainability Officer,
Green Funds and Bonds, and Sustainability
Ratings are all examples of the broad corporate
push towards sustainable business practices.
A recent study estimates that 30 cents of every
investment dollar will be tied to ESG Funds with
stringent sustainability targets by 2030. As
shareholders and consumers align, firms are
hungry for board-pleasing solutions like M.Folio,
which produce a high ROI while driving towards
green targets.
Paper remains the largest source of municipal
waste in America. Consumption of paper
products has a direct environmental impact, as
does storing, copying, and reprinting -- less than
half of which is mitigated by recycling.
M.Folio allows firms to reduce or eliminate
printed documents, saving reams of paper and
achieving sustainability targets in the process. In
2019, one M.Folio customer digitized more than
3.5 million documents across over 40 sites. This
equates to over 435 trees around 5,000 killowatt hours of processing energy.
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Use Cases / Success Stories
The breadth and variety in our customer base,
comprising many of the largest Fortune 500
organizations as well private organizations, is
a testament to the flexibility of its value
proposition. Here are a few examples of how our
customer base leverage M.Folio to provide labor
savings, risk mitigation, and employee safety.
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Use Cases / Success Stories

1

Fortune 150 Food & Beverage Company
Background and Business Objective:
We were engaged by a global food and beverage organization interested in moving away from
paper shipping, receiving, and intercompany documentation transfers. Their savings target was a
25% reduction in labor cost in the teams associated with trailer check-in and check-out, as well as
others responsible for the management of the physical paper, easily sufficient to justify M.Folio’s
cost and produce substantial returns in year 1. This savings target was to be addressed through a
streamlined digital workflow, electronic signature capture, and the elimination of time spent
managing, handling, and storing paper documents. Additionally, soft benefits like employee
satisfaction were assigned improvement targets.
After assessing the commercial landscape, M.Folio was selected. It was chosen for its ability to
seamlessly interact and connect with various WMS packages, support digital and printed
documents, and overall completeness of vision. Indeed, M.Folio allowed for an expansion of initial
scope, supporting digitization across a wide range of use cases beyond bills of lading. While other
solutions were capable of managing electronic signature capture, digital document management, or
workflow automation, M.Folio was the only solution that brought everything together in a single
configurable package, purpose-built for the supply chain.

M.Folio Implementation:
The M.Folio deployment team worked with the customer to develop a 40+ site rollout plan.
The plan had a strong focus on several areas critical to the success of the project:
S
 olution Design
The team needed to ensure the solution was flexible enough to meet the needs of all
40+ facilities, any individualized process, and local security and safety requirements.
C
 hange Management
All parties needed to understand the new process, how it worked,
who to ask questions, and why it was important to their vision. Process changes were
minimized, instead folding M.Folio into existing SOPs to minimize disruption.
T
 raining
he beauty of M.Folio is its simplicity in workflow and intuitive UI. To further facilitate
adoption and a well prepared workforce, the M.Folio team built in-application training
and walkthrough guides to ensure that all resources understood the application, the
screens, and the process. Additionally, each resource in key areas was taken through
mock processes and steps multiple times to ensure retention of the information, solicit
feedback, and ensure buy-in well before go-live.
S
 peed
With a large volume of sites, speed of deployment is an important factor.
The M.Folio team was able to define and support a rapid rollout plan, to complete
the full network rollout in under a year.
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Use Cases / Success Stories

An M.Folio process was designed and implemented to meet these objectives by digitizing the end-to-end
process. Documents such as packing lists and bills of lading were digitally ingested into M.Folio, by one of
several methods depending on source:
 or documents produced by the firm, ‘print’ tasks were routed directly to M.Folio instead of a
F
physical printer, via the M.Folio printer agent.
For documents produced externally by trusted suppliers, documents were transmitted via email or
FTP and automatically ingested by the M.Folio email and file agent.
For partners who are unable to produce digital documents, the firm scanned the physical
documents in the DC and recycled the printed copy, using the digital version going forward.
No matter which method, M.Folio parses and OCR’s each document, automatically determining document
type, extracting key metadata, grouping into document sets, and enabling a full indexed search on the
document contents. No manual filing, no manual intervention, and no paper to transfer or store.
When departing the facility, instead of signing a physical document, drivers are prompted to sign
electronically in the M.Folio application via either tablets or Driver Kiosks. Where preferred, drivers are
given an option to print a physical copy of the signed bill of lading to depart with.

Process Replacement with M.Folio
M.Folio digitizes and streamlines every paper-based workflow and approval process
13

Warehouse / Campus Facilities
Decades old legacy document workflows, paper-based approvals, and physical storage

Use Cases / Success Stories

M.Folio Results:
Rapid onboarding and change adoption allowed the original ROI targets to be met and exceeded in the
first six months of operation. The solution and deployments were a success and they realized their 30%
labor savings. They also experienced a substantial ancillary savings on back office functions resulting from
fully-digitized, searchable documents.
In 2019, this firm digitized over 3.5MM documents in normal operation, and received such tremendous
results that expansion plans are already underway. The 2020 holds plans for expansion into new divisions
and into a global deployment footprint.
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Use Cases / Success Stories

2

Driver Kiosk Solution
Background and Business Objective:
A global CPG company approached MacGregor at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic looking for
a way to eliminate physical interaction between drivers and their facility staff. They knew M.Folio
offered the means to digitize documents and capture signatures, but due to virus transmission
concerns, the problem statement had expanded. Recognizing that the threat of driver/staff virus
transmission would be present for some time, this firm required a long-term solution not just to
digitize, but to eliminate employee contact with drivers.
This expanded requirement aligned ideally with the M.Folio Driver Kiosk solution being engineered
by the M.Folio team. Our industrial and process engineers worked with their operation team to map
out thedriver flow into and out of their facility. The objective was to maintain each process step as
these had safety and security implications while reimagining the steps requiring interaction. This
vision was identified as a perfect fit - combining digitization with driver management - and M.Folio
and the Driver Kiosk were selected.
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Freestanding

Countertop

Use Cases / Success Stories

M.Folio Implementation:
The new process flow mirrored the traditional flow, but now existed digitally, with interaction via Kiosk
and mobile devices. Facility staff remain at their work stations, sharing no physical contact with drivers.
The following workflows were developed to support this end-to-end process, for both inbound and
outbound trailer loads -- and are now available as standard M.Folio Driver Kiosk features.
While this process flow met all key objectives, exceptions are the norm in transportation in shipping -so we took the solution one step further. After identifying a number of potential exception scenarios,
the team implemented a webcam- and mic-based live interaction feature. Using this system, drivers
and facility staff can work through any one-off issues via video chat. This same support mechanism
can also be used to engage the MacGregor Partners support team in case of any challenges.

M.Folio Results:
Twenty Driver Kiosks were procured for the first set of pilot sites, with options secured for up to
80 additional machines. KIosks are scheduled for delivery at the start of Q3, 2020, with preliminary
expansion plans from Q1 2021.
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When we launched M.Folio in 2017, we delivered on the promise of intelligent document management
for supply chain. Now, with the M.Folio Driver Kiosk, MacGregor Partners is well positioned with an
answer to the challenges of COVID-19, or whatever comes next. See how this comprehensive solution
with a contact-free driver check-in and fully customizable digital document workflow can be
implemented within your organization.

About MacGregor Partners
MacGregor Partners is a leading software and consulting company focused on logistics
and warehouse management. We help the world’s top companies eliminate risk and
complexity from their supply chains.
simplify@macgregorpartners.com
MacGregorPartners.com
414.888.4188
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